OBJECTIVE
Access real-time UPS and FedEx data from within the fully-integrated shipping system.

OVERVIEW
Through XML technology, DELMIAWORKS® has developed an unprecedented module that integrates DELMIAWORKS with UPS and FedEx. More than just current shipping charges, the Shipping Manager module allows you to send and receive real-time data to and from common freight carrier systems from within DELMIAWORKS.

Automatically populate package weight through scale interfaces, component weight data and other methods directly into DELMIAWORKS, where users can then view up-to-the-minute rates from freight courier systems and select the most cost effective shipping method for United States originating shipments. Additionally, Shipping Manager automatically populates “ship to” addresses, accurate freight charges and tracking numbers directly to packing slips for both national and international shipments.

Shipping Manager also allows users to track packages from within DELMIAWORKS, print carrier approved labels, view shipment histories and close shipments at the end of the day with a single button.

KEY BENEFITS
• Save time with the ability to access accurate freight carrier information in one place. No need to exit out of the system.
• Increase shipping accuracy levels by populating tracking numbers and freight charges on packing slips.
• Save money with up-to-the-minute shipping rates, allowing you to select the most cost effective shipping method.
• Streamline the extra work associated with international shipments.

“We can’t say enough about the Shipping Manager module. You can update the tracking number into IQMS packing slips and move the address right from the packing slip, both automatically. We have experienced fewer errors in shipping to incorrect addresses as the information comes automatically from the sales order to the pick ticket to the packing slip and then into Shipping Manager. It also allows you to input your customers’ UPS or FedEx account numbers and shop the rate between UPS and FedEx if you have both setup.”

-Nicolet Plastics

From one simple screen, Shipping Manager interfaces directly with both FedEx and UPS for up to the minute shipping rates, as well as package tracking and other shipping details.
**SHIPPING MANAGER: KEY FEATURES**

**Real-Time Data**
Up-to-the-minute shipping rates from FedEx and UPS are displayed so users can select the freight carrier with the most cost effective shipping method.

**End of Day**
Closing shipments at the end of the day is simplified with the click a single button.

**International Shipping**
Streamline the creation of commercial invoices for international shipments, including multiple currencies, export declarations and NAFTA certificates of origin.

**Detailed Packing Slips**
For accurate shipping every time, “ship to” addresses, freight charges and tracking numbers are populated directly to the packing slip.

**Package Weight**
Through a scale interface, individual component weight or Bill of Lading data, populate package weight directly into the Shipping Manager module for accurate shipping costs every time.

**Yearly Updates**
Annual UPS shipping zone and rate data automatically imports directly into DELMIAWORKS.

---

*Above: Compare accurate, real-time shipping rates for the most cost effective shipping method. Left: Easily attach proper international documentation and automatically populate packing slips with freight charges and tracking numbers.*

---

**LEARN MORE**
To learn more about Shipping Manager or if you would like more information on the products and services from DELMIAWORKS (formerly IQMS), please visit [www.iqms.com](http://www.iqms.com).